
Damage 

All characters and creatures have a derived ability called lifeblood which determines how much damage 

they can withstand from weapons and hazardous environmental effects. 

When damage is inflicted it can have two effects on the body – trauma and shock. Traditional martial 

weapons (swords, bows, firearms, etc.) will divide the damage dealt evenly between trauma and shock (any 

odd numbers going to shock). Some weapons (taser, stun grenade, etc.) will deal all their damage as shock. 

Occasionally, all of the damage might be dealt as trauma.  

On the hero’s character sheet the player will record their hero’s lifeblood (a static value) and they will 

separately record their hero’s current trauma and current shock. 

Whenever a character takes trauma and/or shock, a running total is kept on the character sheet. Should the 

combined total of trauma and shock ever exceed the character’s lifeblood, they will fall unconscious. If the 

damage that caused them to fall unconscious included trauma they are also critical. 

 

trauma + shock less than lifeblood hero acts normally 
trauma + shock 

trauma 
equal to or greater than 
equal to or greater than 

lifeblood 
lifeblood + 6 

hero is unconscious* 
hero is dead 

 
*if the damage that caused unconsciousness includes trauma, the hero is also critical 

 

Stabilising the dying 

If a hero is critical, they are down, unconscious, and dying. Each round they remain critical one shock 

converts to trauma. If all shock has been converted and they are still critical, they gain an extra trauma per 

round. When the hero’s trauma exceeds their lifeblood by 6 points the hero dies. 

At any point before the hero dies they can be stabilised by another character reaching them and making a 

Moderate (+0) roll, using mind and any appropriate career (typically, Healer/Physician). If the character 

attempting to stabilize the dying character doesn’t have an appropriate medical career, they can spend a 

Hero Point (Beginner’s Luck, p.32) to attempt the task with a career rank of 0. 

Alternatively, you can spend a Hero Point for your character to Defy Death (see below). 

Once stabilised if the hero’s combined total of trauma and shock is now below their lifeblood, they regain 

consciousness. 

Temporary flaws as a result of combat 

After a combat, a hero (or rival) may want to convert some or all of the trauma just received into an 

applicable temporary flaw (e.g. a Slash To The Leg). If the player thinks this is the case, after receiving 

trauma damage from an attack they make a note of the new temporary flaw on their character sheet. This 

flaw takes effect at the end of the combat and lasts a number of days equal to the trauma replaced (also at 

the end of the combat). Any number of flaws can be taken in this manner. 



Healing 

If a hero can rest for about 10 or 15 minutes immediately after a battle, they lose all their shock.  

Up to an hour after combat, Physicians (or similar careers) can make a Moderate roll to heal 1 point of 

trauma (a Mighty Success would heal 2 points, and a Legendary Success would heal 3 points).  

For each subsequent day of light activity, after a sleep, a hero recovers 1 point of trauma. Physicians (or 

similar careers) can treat patients to allow them to recover an additional point of trauma, but can only 

treat a number of patients equal to their rank+1 per day. 

Hero Point spend 

Defy Death – Hero Points can always be used to keep a hero alive where he would otherwise be killed. See 

the sections on Damage and Healing above. 

 If a hero has taken sufficient damage to be critical, they may spend a Hero Point to remove enough 

trauma so that trauma + shock equals their lifeblood – they are no longer critical but alive and 

unconscious, and will wake up a short time after combat. 

 If a hero has taken sufficient damage so that they would normally be dead (trauma equal to or 

greater than lifeblood + 6) they may spend a Hero Point to stabilise their wounds (note they retain 

all trauma damage) – they are barely alive and could remain unconscious for several days as noted 

in the sections Damage, and Healing above. 

With My Last Breath – Despite having taken trauma + shock exceeding thier lifeblood, spend a Hero Point 

to stay conscious and able to act until the end of the combat, although the hero will still continue to 

convert shock to trauma or gain trauma each combat round until the injury is stabilised or they drop dead! 

At the end of the combat, the hero’s damage dictates what happens next, and their condition may well 

need to be stabilised. 

Boons 

Grounded – Your hero automatically stabilises if their (resolve) trauma + shock exceeds their resolve. 

Hard to Kill – Your hero automatically stabilises if their (lifeblood) trauma + shock exceeds their lifeblood. 

Converting damage 

Read all fatigue damage as shock and all normal and lasting damage as trauma. 

Resolve 

Damage to resolve will work similarly to damage to lifeblood. 


